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Abstract. Today, chatbots have evolved to include artificial intelligence and ma-

chine learning, such as Natural Language Understanding (NLU). NLU models 

are trained and run on remote servers because the resource requirements are large 

and must be scalable. However, people are increasingly concerned about protect-

ing their data. To be efficient, the current NLU models use the latest technologies, 

which are increasingly large and resource-intensive. These models must therefore 

run on powerful servers to function. The solution would therefore be to perform 

the inference part of the NLU model directly on edge, on the client's browser. We 

used a pre-trained TensorFlow.js model, which allows us to embed this model in 

the client's browser and run the NLU. The model achieved an accuracy of more 

than 80%. The primary outcomes of NLU on edge show an effective and possible 

foundation for further development. 
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1 Introduction 

Natural Language Understanding (NLU) [1] is a technique used in the creation of con-

versational agents [2]. The goal is to extract the intent of the message from the input 

text sentence. Chatbots started by being scripted then evolved to include artificial intel-

ligence and machine learning [3]. Nowadays, chatbots can perform as good as humans 

in specific domains [4].  

Today, NLU models are trained and run on remote servers because the resource re-

quirements are large and must be scalable. However, people are increasingly concerned 

about protecting their data and are not always willing to send it to large multinational 

companies to use it for their business. This behaviour is specifically very understanda-

ble in the health or financial field, where users wish to keep their data private [5]. The 

solution would therefore be to perform the inference part of the NLU model directly on 

edge, on the client's browser, so that no data leaves the computer when chatting with a 

chatbot. In addition to ensuring an advanced secured confidentiality, moving the model 

inference, should lead to better performance in terms of latency and scalability. In the 

future, customised and personalised models can be implemented. 



In this work, we reviewed the state of the art of existing NLU models and considered 

porting some of them to the client's browser. To do so, we had to modify the current 

models into JavaScript so that they could run in the browser. The basic training of the 

model is still done on a server, but the inference phase is then done on the client-side 

after he has downloaded the model locally. 

2 Related Work 

The success of deep learning in recent years is mainly due to the ever-increasing power 

of computers [6]. Even today's smartphones have ever-increasing computing power. 

The second cause of this growth is the amount of data that keeps accumulating because 

it is obvious that deep learning improves with the amount [7]. 

Today, NLU models are formed and run on remote servers because resource require-

ments are large and must be scalable. The idea of moving the model inference directly 

"on the edge" solves several flaws of an inference performed on an external  

server [8, 9]. 

The first advantage is confidentiality. By moving the model inference to the browser, 

we avoid sending data across the network. This ensures optimal protection of user pri-

vacy since all information that is sent to the models does not leave the browser. This 

advantage is very important in certain fields such as the banking and medical sectors. 

The second advantage is latency. This is an essential element in areas such as video, 

audio, areas where data must be processed in real-time and as quickly as possible. When 

a large amount of data flows to the server, there is a risk of creating a queue. This queue 

could cause a delay because the network cannot satisfy all requests. If the model infer-

ence is done on the browser, delays can be minimised.  

The third advantage is scalability. Sending data across the network can lead to flex-

ibility problems. The number of connected devices is constantly increasing [10] and the 

network is becoming progressively crowded. Once again, in a field like video, a source 

like bandwidth would become far too demanding if everything had to be sent over the 

network.  

The fourth advantage is the ability to develop a personal model for each user. Having 

the template on the client's web page allows full customisation of the template.  

The last advantage is simply the price. Having the model hosted on the browser 

eliminates the cost of an external server where the NLU solution would run. Neverthe-

less, edge computing has its limits both in terms of resources and performance. 

2.1 Machine Learning Frameworks 

There are several web frameworks (TensorFlow.js, Machine learning tools, Keras.js, 

ml5.js, nlp.js, ONNX.js, ConvNet.js, WebDNN and Brain.js) that allow you to run ma-

chine learning models on the browser. Among them is TensorFlow.js [11], an open-

source library that allows to run machine learning models entirely in the browser. The 

library is part of the TensorFlow [12] ecosystem. This library is of particular interest to 

us because we can import trained models into the browser. However, not every type of 

model can be imported. TensorFlow.js allows us to import two python model formats. 



The Keras models and the TensorFlow GraphDef models. The framework even makes 

available pre-trained models ready to use. 

2.2 NLP Model 

TensorFlow.js provides two models for text processing: Universal Sentence Encoder 

(USE) [13] and Text Toxicity [14]. The Universal Sentence Encoder model will be of 

interest in this work. This model allows us to encode text using the "Embedding" tech-

nique. The encoded text can then be used as input for natural language processing tasks. 

The USE lite model [15], a lighter version than the original [16] (often used when com-

puting resources are limited) has been converted into the Tensorflow.js GraphModel 

format [17] so that it can be used from the TensorFlow.js library. Unlike word embed-

ding, which encodes a single word, this model is optimised to encode sentences, ex-

pressions and small paragraphs. This model, therefore, allows us to vectorise sentences. 

In order to compare the similarity between two sentences, i.e. vectors, we can use the 

cosine similarity formula. 

Universal Sentence Encoder is not the only model that has been analysed. 

ULMFiT [18] from fast.ai is also a model that allows us to perform NLP tasks. The 

model does not have a solution prepared to be deployed on the browser. Fast.ai does 

not plan to develop a Tensorflow Hub module that will allow easy use of the model 

from TensorFlow.js, but they support the idea if someone wants to start such a project. 

Hugging Face DistilBERT [19] is a distilled version of BERT. It is therefore smaller, 

faster, cheaper and lighter. It is interesting to analyse the possibilities offered by this 

model since it obtains very good results. DistilBERT offers several models compatible 

with Tensorflow that can easily be exported to SavedModel format once trained. The 

SavedModel format can be converted by the TensorFlow.js converter to a format that 

can be loaded directly into TensorFlow.js for inference. 

2.3 Synthesis and Discussion 

The analysis of the related work of this project revealed a huge potential to run the 

model on the client's browser. Moving the inference of the model directly "on the edge" 

allows for better confidentiality and faster inference results. It avoids overloading the 

network. Once the page is loaded, the model's inference continues to work even if the 

network is no longer available. There is also tremendous potential for model customi-

sation and reduction of deployment costs.  

After analysis, the prototype NLU solution will use the Universal Sentence Encoder 

model from TensorFlow.js. ULMFiT and DistilBert did not produce a working proto-

type. The problems are largely due to operators used by models that are not currently 

supported by JavaScript frameworks. 

3 Methods 

The prototype we developed for this research is a chatbot that uses an NLU model on 

the edge that the user can use directly on the web browser. The chatbot is implemented 

in Vue.js. A dataset of 28 different intents and 3286 training sentences is used to train 



the model and serves as a basis for our study. Each one of the 3286 recordings contain 

the sentence in English and the corresponding intent. The intents range from “/bot.hob-

bies” to “/event”. The machine learning model has, therefore, to solve a multi-class 

classification problem with these 28 classes. The chatbot uses the NLU solution to de-

termine the user's intent, and so he can continue to discuss with it.  

The concept of the prototype is to encode the 3286 training phrases with the USE 

model. We then obtain 3286 vectors with 512 dimensions. Then, when the user sends a 

message to the bot, we encode his sentence and compare it with the other vectors. The 

goal is to find out which vector is most similar to the client's sentence and determine 

the intent of the user's sentence. The Cosine similarity [20] formula is used to determine 

the similarity between the vectors. The formula used to calculate the similarity between 

two n-dimensional vectors is described in equation 1. The cosine similarity formula 

returns a matrix. We calculate the average of the elements present in this matrix and, 

the closer the value is to 1, the greater the similarity between the two sentences. 

similarity =  cos(𝜃) =  
𝐴 ∙ 𝐵

‖𝐴‖ ‖𝐵‖
 (1) 

3.1 Encoding 

In order not to overload the processors of the client’s computer, but also to speed up the 

process, we will not encode the sentences at each passage. Instead, we choose to encode 

these 3286 sentences in advance, once only. A script was written to encode the sen-

tences and save the tensors in a JSON file, as seen in Fig. 1. Loading the 3286 tensors 

in the browser would be too greedy. For each intent of the text classification problem, 

a "medium" tensor will be computed.  

The first step to achieve this is to group all tensors that have the same intent. Then, 

we will use the torch.stack method from PyTorch [21] which will allow us to concate-

nate all the tensors of the same dimension into a single tensor (n, 512) with n being the 

number of tensors for this category. To calculate the "medium" tensor, we now use the 

torch.mean method which takes as input our tensor (n, 512). We specify the dimension 

at 0 for a correct calculation of the mean and to obtain a tensor dimension (1, 512) as a 

result. By performing this work for each intent, we finally end up with 28 tensors, each 

of them representing an intent. 



 

Fig. 1. Encoding 

Now we have 28 tensors representing our 28 categories. We want to save them so 

that we can reuse them in the browser. The tensors and their intention are saved in a 

JSON file. 

3.2 Inference on the Edge 

The first task "on the edge" is to load our 28 tensors from the JSON file. When the user 

sends a message to the bot, the user's sentence is encoded using the USE model. We 

then compute the similarity only between the user's tensor (sentence previously en-

coded) and our 28 tensors. Fig. 2 shows this process. The similarity score is then re-

trieved for each intention. To normalise the results to 1, we have implemented a softmax 

function [22] in JavaScript. We get the percentage of similarity for each intention and 

the chatbot can use these results to continue the discussion with the user. 

 

Fig. 2. Inference on the browser 



In order to improve the performance of the first prediction, which can take some 

time, it is smart to "warm up" the model by passing an input tensor of the same shape 

before using the actual data [23]. 

4 Results 

Currently, the prototype is compatible with most browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Safari, 

Edge) except Internet Explorer which does not support the use of the TensorFlow.js 

library, including the Universal Sentence Encoder model. 

4.1 Model Evaluation 

To calculate the performance of the learning machine model on the dataset, the data is 

split 90% for training and 10% for validation. The results metrics we used are precision, 

recall and F-score. We also used classification reports and confusion matrix from 

Sklearn [24] during the testing phase. The version of the Universal Sentence Encoder 

we used is the basic model called “Lite”. The different results we get with the model 

are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Model performance 

 

Precision Recall F1-score 

0.817 0.796 0.794 

 

Other NLP models have also been evaluated on the same dataset. In terms of com-

parison, DistilBert [19] obtains a precision of 0.925, DIET [25] of Rasa a precision of 

0.897 and ULMFiT [18] of fast.ai obtains a precision of 0.906 (weighted average). The 

developed prototype uses the USE model, which obtained the worst performances, but 

the figures are nevertheless acceptable for such a task. 

4.2 Inference Time and Weight on the Edge 

Several tests were performed to calculate the inference time. The tests were performed 

with sentences of different lengths. Out of a total of 20 tests, an average inference time 

of 3.24 seconds was obtained. The inference time varies and sometimes we can even 

exceed 6 seconds with a response from our NLU solution. Note also that when the 

model is questioned with the same sentence, the inference time decreases with each 

reiteration.  

Concerning the data that is loaded on the browser, there are two elements necessary 

for the operation of the learning on the edge machine: the JSON file that contains the 

28 tensors and which is 533 KB which is really reasonable and the Universal Sentence 

Encoder model. The size of the model is 247 KB and the size of the vocabulary is 281 

KB. With the weights of the model we reach a total of 29.3 MB for the use of the model 

with the tensors. Table 2 shows the different weights of the models trained on the same 

data. The USE model is a huge size saving compared to another model. 



Table 2.  Weight of the models 

 

Model Weight 

USE 29.3 MB 

ULMFiT 78.5 MB 

DistilBERT 758.6 MB 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

Concerning the prototype, the use of the NLU on the edge solution for the chatbot is 

somewhat tricky. As demonstrated in chapter 4.2, the inference time varies, but it is 

more significant than an inference on an external server. In a chat interaction, the user 

needs a quick answer, otherwise he does not feel like he is chatting live, and he quickly 

loses interest. The performance of the model could be improved. By analysing the ten-

sors in detail, we could find a better solution to compute the average tensors. We could 

also find a solution to reduce the inference time, but this requires further analysis. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that we are at the dawn of a new era, an era 

where even the most complex models can be made lighter and run on a browser. JavaS-

cript frameworks that allow machine learning are booming. We even have frameworks 

that allow deep learning on smartphones. Moreover, the advantages of running a model 

"on the edge" are very real. The preliminary results show the potential held behind the 

on edge technology. Deeper research and further development are needed to improve 

the qualitative outcome. 

6 Future Work 

It would be really interesting to get another working NLP model that can solve the text 

classification problem on the browser. This would provide a way to really compare 

different models. We have already looked at other models and other ways to import 

models into the browser. The most common problem is that sometimes the operators 

used by the model are simply not supported by JavaScript frameworks. Of course, it is 

only a matter of time before these problems are resolved. 
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